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Section 1 Question 3 

Using the 2nd, 6th, and 10th houses identify this woman's talents, financial earning abilities, 

and vocational calling. Discuss how these could be utilised to fulfil her career potential. 

Focus only on the 2nd, 6th and 10th houses and their rulers, signs, planets and aspects. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Our career is a very important part of our life. Time-wise, we spend a very large part of our 

life in our jobs, hence finding work and following a career path that will suit our innate talents, 

skills, aptitude and motivation is important if we are to live our most fulfilled life and avoid the 

pain of apathy, resentment and disillusionment. An examination of the 2nd, 6th and 10th 

house in the birth chart can give insight into the financial earning abilities, talents and 

vocational calling of a person. I will examine this woman’s birth chart to counsel her on the 

direction she can take to live into her highest career potential. 

 

First, I will examine the 2nd house to provide insight into how she can maximise her financial 

earning abilities. She will do best earning money through some kind of work that involves 

sharing of knowledge, learning, communication (Gemini on 2nd house cusp).  In addition, 

she may not be the kind of person who has to earn money from one source. Rather there 

may be a diversification of sources of income. She can also benefit from bringing a degree of 

healing, nurturing or caretaking into how she makes money (Moon 1st house conjunct 2nd 

house cusp). Her persona or sense of self has the archetype of a counsellor which naturally 

bleeds into how she can best make money. Specifically, she may do well counselling, 

consulting or teaching on matters to do with interpersonal relationships (2nd house ruler 

Mercury in Sagittarius 7th house) such as relationship counselling or human resources work. 

She can be aided by the progressive and revolutionary beliefs that she may hold in her 

consulting work (Mars 9th Aquarius Trine Moon and 2nd house cusp). 

 

Secondly, I will examine what the chart indicates about the natural talents the woman has 

that she can apply to her day-to-day work. Daily service has a strong emphasis on building 
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bridges of rapport with others (Libra on 6th house cusp). She will benefit by working in a 

‘people oriented’ job space where she can bring an approach of fairness, diplomacy, grace 

and charm. She can bring the part of her that seeks peace, harmony and rapport into the 

workplace (6th house ruler Venus Scorpio 6th). She has a knack for bringing a calmness 

and pleasantness into the workplace, although she may be very driven and intense in her 

approach to this. She can also bring a degree of sensitivity and intuition into her work which 

can assist her in becoming aware of what her clients or co-workers may be going through on 

an emotional level. Again, this is highly supportive of any work that involves counselling or 

the management of people. However she may find that her need to develop highly 

progressive or radical beliefs/theories can potentially create tension at work (Mars square 

Venus), so she may have to exercise discretion and tact with how much she brings that 

specifically into workplace. It is important to note that she has ambitions to make 

improvement for the collective by creating change from the ground up, in the arena of home 

and work (Yod Apex:Saturn 11th Aries, Venus 6th Scorpio sextile Jupiter 4th Virgo). Perhaps 

she may strive to find a way to exemplify to the collective how she creates work-life balance 

for working women.  

 

Thirdly I will look at her vocational calling from an astrological perspective. She has the 

calling to be a thought leader in some kind of capacity (Aquarius Midheaven), characterised 

by having a career shaped by innovation, change and doing things that are progressive, 

trailblazing and cutting edge. If she is able build a study set of knowledge, skills and 

expertise, she may be well suited to the autonomy and freedom found with self-employment 

or contract work. Her career may feature strong themes of reform or business process 

improvement. 

 

Interestingly, there is a sense that she is called to lean toward being a teacher/healer or a 

humanitarian in some kind of capacity, having a strong sense of compassionate care 
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featured in her career (Chiron 10th house Pisces). It may have something to do with 

reforming how family counselling is done, where she may draw on the personal experience 

of how she seeks to conduct her private life in a non traditional way, perhaps shaped by the 

exploration of some past/childhood wounding (10th house Ruler Uranus in Opposition to 

Chiron in 4th House Virgo, conjunct Pluto). To become successful at being the healer that 

she needs to be in her career, she needs to be willing enough to explore the depths of her 

subconscious mind so that she can integrate and heal from any past trauma and then use 

this to help heal others in her career (Chiron Square Sun 8th house Sagittarius, Opposition 

Pluto 4th house Virgo). I would comfort her by letting her know that this process can be 

emotionally intense and uncomfortable but can also be incredibly healing and rewarding for 

herself personally and has a beneficial flow on effect for her career.  

 

In summary, it is clear that this woman would greatly fulfill her career potential by entering 

into work that can make use of her people oriented talents. She has an aptitude to be a 

reformer of the way that healing, people management or counselling can be done. She is 

highly suited for any work where there is an emphasis on looking at how to improve the 

harmonious relationship between people, whether it is in the context of families, 

relationships, groups or in the work environment. She may find that going on her own 

healing journey helps to empower her to be an even more effective healer and counsellor. 

 

Word Count: 943 
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